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This study seeks to review America, s response to
infant abandonment by using an hrstorical

a.nalysis and

a

social pof icy f ratnework to analyze the state and f ederal
laws that. are at.tempting to curt.ail abandonment. rt
surveyed L20 upper

mid

-west col iege s,Luder:rs to learn their

responses tc unplanned pregnancv and thei::

f

amil iarity

with

the st ate' s inf ant abandonment l-aws .
The results of historicar

anarysis of infant

abandonment provides an overview of mankind, s social,

economic, and pof iLical

tnot

ivat j-cns. The second source of

research data is a survey using a quantitative
with 120 self-selected
15

-point survey which

approach

college dorm students who answered
(

1

) gave

1ns ight

into both

mal_e and

female responses to unplanned pregnancy and (z) provided
a record of student knowledge and response to infant
abandonment laws in their

state.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This chapter will

define the infant

aband.onment

probrem, explain t.he purpose of this study and it s
significance, state the major research questions, and
define the different

levels of social work involvement.

Background of the problem

whether infant abandonment is viewed as a,,prob]em,,
depends entirely on the mores of a particular society and
the period in historlr during which the infant aband.onment
occurred. rt is helieved to have been part of humanity
during the entlre recorded existence of mankind. In the
21=t century, incident-s of infa.nt ahandonment sti11 draw

attention,

whether it be the abandoning of an infant in a
trash dumpster in the lJnited States, or a Columbian tribal
people abandoning newborn twins in t.he forest or tossing
them in rivers,

believing t.hey bring bad 1uck

(,,Co1umbia

and fndians," 1999).
Statement of the problem
walk up Lo anyone (ln the street and t hey wi i r have
heard or read a story with shocking details about a newborn

infant who was found abandoned. The newborn may have been
f ound on a subway plat f orm in a gym bag , in a grocery ai s l-e
behind the diapers or in a trash can behind a college
d.ormitory . Media report ing of inf ant abandonment seems to
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have brought the issue to the forefront

during the last. two t.o three years.

of public awareness

But. the fact is that

newborn infants have been abandoned during the entire

recorded history of humanity for various soclal r economic
and political
reasons (Abedin, young, & Beeram , L993 )
.

Across the nation, various hero j-c ef f orts have begun in
recent years in an attempt to provide a safe place for
mothers to bring t.heir unwanted newborns. Government at
the

ederal and state 1eveI, as well- as private citizens,
have attempted t.o make a difference in the lives of their
smallest citizens.
f

Siqnificance & Purpose of
This study critically

St.u dy

looks at the issue of infant

abandonment and how"^F-merj-ca is responding.

The purpose of

this study is to explore the history of infant abandonment,
to examine the history of government response to the issue,
and to survey col-Iege student.s for their responses to
unplanned pregnancy and infant abandonment laws.
Research Questions
What i s the hi story of giovernment response to the i s sue

of abandoned newborns? what is the response of colleqe
sLudents to an unplanned pregnancy? what knowledge do
college students have of infant. abandonment l-aws?
Role of Social Worker
The social worker can be found involved at three
]evels : (1) The social worker can be involved in

formulating policy at state and/or federal leve1 add.ressing

3

the issue of infant abandonment ; (2 ) at the iocal hospital,
developing hospital prot.ocol- to f ol low when an inf ant is
abandoned on site;

and

(3

) At the county social_ service

leve1, providing the abandoned inf ant with temporary f ost.er
care, and responding if the parent. contacts social services
for return of ttre child.
Infant abandonment legislation
state fegislatures.
legislation
legisl-ation.

is very active in the

Since 1-999, 29 states have enacted

and another 16 states have introduced

This is an opport.unity

or social workers to
be involved in committees as policy is decided (1) at the
f

state IeveI, as states formulate their approach and (Z) at
federal leve1, as che nation looks seriousiy at this
problem and how to. approa.ch it.
Sumrnary

This introductory

chapt.er addressed the issue of infant

abandonment by stating the prob]em, the purpose of t,tre

study, the quescions this study will

address, and al-so

examined the areas where social workers are involved.

+

CHAPTER

TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Infant abandonment is nothing new (Stone, 7989) . Yes,
it st.ill

shocks us to hear in the news about a-baby found

abandoned. The only thing thet has changed are the
circumstances and mot.ivations
This literE.ture

.

review will

(1) prdvide an historical

review of issues relgted to baby abandonment; .(2) provide'a
history of,government response to the issue of abandoned.
inf ants ; and

(3

) discuss Ehe gaps in t-he literature
Historical

.

Review

This section of the lj-te::ature review will

historically

review the inf ant abandonmenf i ssr''.e f rom early man through
the present, wit.h a f ocus on inf ant abandonment today in
America. It will
and/qr political

examine history and the social,

economic

forces which motivated parents to abandon

their newborns.
Internat ional Infant Abandonment
Babies have been abandoned during the entire recorded
his.tory of humanity. OnIy the methods and motivations have
variFd (abeain, et al ., l-993; Bloch, 19BB; Burnstein,
1981) .
mot

This paper will- cite various methods and

ivat ions

.

Early primi-t j-ve

marr

had minimal skil1s or knowledge

and underwent severe handicaps in tlle struggle for his
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existence . He was a

food everywhere.
primitive

nomad j-c

ialhen

hunter -gatherer, searching f or

chil-dren became a burden to this

family and their essentiat migratory habits,

children were abandoned to starvation and wild beasts.

The

roaming nature of man ended and the process of civilization
began with the discovery of agricurture
management (B1och,

19BB

and animal-

)

Ancient civil-izat ions viewed their children as omens of
both good and eviI, accepting that it could involve their
children living

or dying.

and infanticide

produced little

act ivities

Thus, incidents cf abandonment
concern. Examples of these

incl-uded t (1) children being sacrif iced to seek

favor of the gods; (Z) ent.ombing lj_ve children with dead
parents to give comiort and companir:nship; (3) untit a few
centuries ago, killing mos.t Chinese and Japanese f emale
newborns by drowning them s ince t,hey were regarded as
economic burdens; (4) from ancient Jericho (3000 BC) to
modern Germany (1843), the ritual

of hurying a live child

in.the foundation of a new structure to assure stability;
and

(5

) unwant.ed and def ormed inf ants being puL on dung

piles to be devoured by animals or salvaged for slavery
(eloch , A98B)
and/or prostitution
.

Establishment of institutions

for the care of children

was recorded as far back as 325 A.D.

Council of Nicaea, presided over by

In that year, the
Roman Emperor

Constantine, seL up shelters for the sick and poor.

These

eventually became asylums for abandoned children (Grotb€rg,

6

ts7 6)

fn the

Roman

Enpire

find a large family.
infanticide,

(SOO

BC

500 AD) , it was rare to

Without effective

contraception

and

abandonment seemed the obvious method for

maintaining small families.
maintain quality of life

rf the parents wanted to

for themselves and their current

chi ldren, abandonment was a way they coul-d. control the i r

family size postnatally.
killing

their children

Abandonment.

Most preferred abandonment to
(Boswell_, 19BB ) .

affected every economj-c class of Romans and

every type of existing source, from inscript.ions to hooks,
from laws to theater, from moral advice to imperial
chronj-cJes (Eoswe11,

19BB

).

"Romans regarded it

as

remarkabl-e tirat ot.her rrati-ons djd itot expose (to lay open

to danger or harm) chil drent, (BosweII, 1gBB, p. 134 ) , when
in f act , the Roman f ather had the f reed.om to sell , abandon,
or kiII his chil-d. He had the power of "paLria pctestas, ,,
or the power of life

and death, over his child

(MayhaII

&

Norgard, 1983).
Ear1y Christian moral theologians were tolerant of this
practj-ce of child abandonment. They saw it as unavoidable
in a world of decreasing economic resources and growing
poverty (Stone , 19I 9 ) . Chri st ians were even adv j- sed not. to
go to prostitutes on the grounds that they might commit
incest with a family member who had been abandoned and
(Bl-och, 19BB; Boswe1l, 19BB )
brought up in prostitution
By the t.enth century A.D. , the increasingly wealthy

.
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Christian Church had come up with an attractive

soiution to

abandonment. They appealed to the nobfes and other rich
people to earn "relig j-ous credit " by dedicating their
chiLdren to God. The future of these children was destined
to he that of slaves to the monks and nuns, prematurely
given lifelong
(Stone, !989)

vows of chastity,

poverty, and obedience

.

The fact of abandonment remained largely unchanged from

the

Roman

period to the end of the Middle Ages (1500 AD).

The rise of

f ound.l

ing hospital-s in the early 13th cent.ury

eventually saw the rise of hospices in nearly all major
European cities

within one or two centuries.

These

foundl-ing homes neatly gathered the abandoned chifdren and
all the disturbing

aspects of child abandonment, taking

them off the . street and putting the children under

supervision (Boswell-, 1988 ; Burnstein ,
Boswel-l- (198 8 ) concludes that this period of history
institutional

A9B1) .
saw

infants "disappear quietly and efficiently
through the
revolving doors , ...out of s ight and out of mind, into social
oblivion, or, more likely, death by disease" (p. 433). In
some t imes and places , the mort.at ity

rate in these
foundlirrg homes exceeded 90t (BosweLl, 19BB). what would
normally be
become lethal

common

childhood, non- 1ife-threatening

viruses

among such a severely weakened infant.

population (Johnson,

1996 )

.

The French Catholic reform movement of t.he 17th century
saw a rapid increase in the number of abandoned children.

B

The movement' s concern for the salvation of all souls

included infants.

Law enforcement. was enlisted to protect

babies, strengthening penalt ies against concealed.
pregnancies and abortion (deMause, L974)
.

Baby abandonment was also a serious problem in 19th

century France. As many as one-fourth of all newborn and
half of al-I illegitimate
newborn babies in Paris were
abandoned each year at the only state-run foundl-ing home.

Abandoning represented an acceptable way to cope with
unwanted or illegitimate

babies (Fuchs , LgB4) .
In China, the cul-tural value placed on the rol-e of sons
is rooted in societal values, but has brought with it

widespread inf ant abandonment and. inf ant ic id.e . Thi s problem
led to the criminal i zaLi-cn of r--hese acts by the late 17th

century and to the creation of a. network of foundl-ing homes
in the Hunan Province. By l14g , there were 6g county-run
establ-ishments to care for foundlings (Johnson, 1,996).
In the early 1980s the Chinese government. started its
f irst ma j or campaign to iraplement a one-chird poricy to
reduce populat ion growt.h ,

oppos i t

ion to the pof icy in

rural areas caused the government to respond with a',oneson or two-child" poli"y.
But since the late 1990s and
early 1990s government enforcement of one-child population
policies

has become more vigorous and persistent.

same time, there were significant

At the

increases in orphanage

populations, showing a direct relation hetween China' s
population policies and child abandonment (Johnson,

9

Banghan, & Li-yao, L998).

China's top birth planning officials

do not want to

acknowledge t he extent t.o which inf ant girl s have become

vict ims of t.heir pol icies , and surely f ear the crit icism
that may be brought against them if the ful-I extent of ttre
problem is reveal..ed. A-bandonment and inf anticide is
believed to account for only a minority of the "missing
per
g j-rl s , " now growing by over one mi I I ion f emale births
year according to some estj-mates (,Johnson, 1-996)

.

A study conducted of 237 abandoning families in China
showed t.he vast

the first

ma

j ori ty of chi ldren were abandoned within

six months after birth/

one-third within the

two months. The study also showed that birth order

first

and t.he presence or absence of a h.rother were crucial in

determining which.girls
19eB)

were abandcned (Johnson, et dl.,

.

Infant Abandonment in America
A form of abandonment. most

common

was the "putting out" of an infant .

relative,

e

in colonial America

A nurse, schcol, or

it.her permanently or temporarily, took over the

care of the child.

But this situation

may be better

understood when compared to the situation
tribe,

in a primitive

where the child is seen as a child of the tribe

much as a child of the biological

parents (deMause,

1,97

as

4)

Although the abandonment of infants was common in
European countries by the 18th century, it was almost non-

existent in America, except for the socially

accepted

.
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In

"puLt ing out " of inf ant s into the care of oLhers .

L-17 5

,

Gazette reported how a post rider found a

the Virginia

pl-aced in

chil-d on the side of the road that was'*carefully

a box" (deMause, 7974, p. 352) . A note, with some cash,
said there would be more money should the finder care for
the child.

The rider became the fosLer father.

In the early

19Eh

century, abandoned newborns were

taken Lo poor houses. In 1873, L,392 newhorns were left

at

the asylum established on Randall' s Island, New York
(rielfer & Kempe, 1968) . In the same year, the "Medical
Register of New York (city)
in the streets,

reported 1,22 inf ants f ound dead
afleys, rivers, and elsewhere" (Helfer &

Kempe, 1-968, p. 10-i1).

fn 1991, the U.S. Department of Health and
Services

(guS

) released f igures reveaL ing that

Human
6

5

bab j-es

were reported abandoned in 1991. By 1998, that figure
105 babies abandoned (Dodd, 2000

was

)

Another group of abandoned newborns, whose numbers
should be recognized, are the *tboarder babj-es. "
infants are left

These

in hospitals by their mothers after giving

birth in the hospital.
In 1998, their number reached
31,000 (Warner, 2000). They are called "boarder babies"
because their mothers give birt.h t.o them in the hospital

and Lhen leave the hospital without their newborns,
abandoning them there . The term t'boarder" comes f rom t.he

fact that the infants are being "boarded" at the hospital.
Many of t.hese mothers are druq- addict.ed or

H.

I . V. - inf ected

11

(Abedin et dl ., 1993; Whitaker, 2000) .

The HIIS report

of the boarder babies

showed that more than ihree-fourths

and abandoned infants who were given drug tests showed they
had been exposed to drugs

(U. S . Dept

. of

HHS

,

79 93

)

.

The Department of Health and Human Services has no way

of knowing how many women successfully hide pregnancies,
deliveries

According to Warner, experts

and infanticides.

say women in such sit.uations do not usually mean to

harm

the baby. They are acting out. of fear and shame. BuL their
actions kitled

eight of 55 abandoned newborns in 1991

and

33 of 105 in 1998 (Warner, 2000).
The incidence of mothers who abandon their newborns
does not concentrate in a specific area, communiLy, or

state .

They oo noL favor a particular

social 1evel , race,

or even age . . A study f ound thar- "rel- inquishing mothers
(mothers who abandon their newborns) were younger, more apt
to be Caucasian, Cathol ic , ... and economically independent of
government assistance" (Yogman, Herrera, & Bloom, 1983, p.
1191

)

In some cases t.he pregnant woman is in denial, not
ieve she i s real Iy pregnant ( "A haven,

want ing

to

2000) .

An editorial

bel-

in t.he

Tamp a

"

Tribune sums it up:

While most parents of abandoned babies are never
those who are tend to have a Iot in

identified,

common. They are usually single Leens who often feel

abandoned themselves by family and friends.
some are mentally iII

'

While

and unabl-e to make rational

Augsburg College Library-

1-2

decisions, a huge portion simply feel they have
nowhere to turn ancl l-eave their

children in visible

places where they apparently hope someone wiII find
them ("Drop-off points," 2000, p. 8).
While doing this research, this author came across
dozens of stories of chitd abandonment in daily newspapers

from across the country.
2}-year old Maine

There is the recent story of the

vroman who

gave birth

to her I \/2-pound

son in the airport bathroom, moments before she was to
cat ch a plane to London .

The inf ant , covered with t.oi let
paper, was discovered and survived (Sukiennik, 2000) .
Then there was the 26-year-old singie mother of four

children who gave birth in her apartment to her fifth
chiId.

Overwhelmed hy the prospect of another child Lo

care f or, she horrqht the inf ant

$8

5 worth of diapers ,

formul-a and clothing and t.hen abandoned him in a Sears

parking lot .

She sat in her car with her ot.her chi ldren,

watching from afar, until
(HanIey, 2000).
A

14

the infant was discovered

-year-old mother abandoned her newborn in

railroad yard outside of New York City.

The infant

a

was

found, unclothed, amid debris of this poor urban
neighborhood, which included discarded tennis shoes,
empty gin bott.le and a cracked toil-et

seat.

later died in a local hospital- (Newman, 2000)
The story that 1eaves the most vivid,

picture,

is of the baby girl

an

The inf ant
.

unforgettable

found by three fishermen

13

fl-oating in the cold waters of the Mississippi River south
of St. PauI. Her umhilical cord was stiIl attached (Cohen,
2000)

Government. Response

This section will

look at the government response to
infant abandonment on federal- and state revers.
Federal Level-:
Of the followl-ng federal-leve1 infant abandonment
legislation,
only the Adoption and safe Families Act of
1997 has became Iaw.

The other resolutions have eittier

died or are currently

in committee.

Adoption and Safe Families Act of 199'/ (P.t-,. 105-89)
Thi s act protnoted t he adcpt, ion of chi ldren in f oster
care .

r

t s int.ent was to prevent not only abandoned

newborns, but, all chiJdren in foster care, from

experiencing prolonged foster care when a permanent home
could be available.
It was signed by President Clinton on
November a9, a99'/, becomi-ng public Law No: 105-89. This
L997 act also included '*adoption incent ive palrments" to the

st.ates. The secretary of HHS could directly, or through
grants or contract s, provide an incentive that incl-uded,
providing technical assistance to assist States and
local- communities to reach their t.argets for increased
numbers of adoptions and, to the extent that adoption
is not possihle, alternative

permanent placements, for

l4

child"ren in foster care (p.l-,. 105-89, 1997).
House Resolution LO44

In 1995 a biII,

known as H.R. 1044, or the At-birth

Abandoned Baby Act of 1995, was introduced to amend part

(poster Care and Adoption Assistance) of tiLle
Social Security Act. The intent of this bill

E

IV of the

was to prevent

abandoned babies from experiencing prolonged fost.er care

where a permanent adoptive home is available.
was to require

Its purpose

States to implement a system that would
of the adopLion process for babies

expedite the initiation
abandoned at birth.

In its findings,

Congress found that:

Each year thousands of babies throughout the United

States are abandoned by their parent.s shortly after
hirth,

such as when a mother gives k''irth at

hospital under an assumed
disappears

nam"e

a

and address ano then

and when babies are left. to die

j-n

garbage dumpsters . . . i babies who are ahandoned

during the formative months occurring shortly after
birth are denied the ability
parent or parents

(H. R. 1044

t.o bond with a loving
,

1995 )

.

This resolutlon did not become ]aw, buL it was a
predecessor to the Adoption and Safe Families Act of

1997

.

House Resolution 465
House Resolution 465 (H. R.. 465 ) was introduced in the

U.S. House of Representatives on April 6, 2000. There were
two versions .

The first

version expressed that local,

state, and federal government.s should collect and
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on the number of newborn babies

disseminate statistics

abandoned in public places.

The House resolution proposed that federal,

sLate, and

Iocal health agencies would be urged to track the number of
newborns discarded in trash bins, bathrooms and other

public places, as part of a nationwide effort
parents from abandoning their infants . House

to stop
Maj ority

Whip

Delay (R-Tx) , a chief sponsor of the bil-I, saw the
He
measure aS an important step in facing this crisis.
Tom

replied,

"We must know how

bad the situaLion is before

we

can stop it." (Lash, 2000, p. 4) . The federal government
currently

reiies on media reports to determj-ne the number

of abandoned babies, a flawed method that undermines
e

f f ort

s to remedy t.he problem

.

The second version chose to iocus on the month of April

being Child Abuse Prevention Month, which has been
recogni zed f or more than a decade .

Represent.ative Castle

(n-nf) thought it was "on1y fitting"

that Lhe House would

pass t.his resolution to focus national attention on the
infant abandonment problem during Child Abuse Prevention
Mont.h (u.n. 465, 2000)
.

The most recent action on H.R. 465 was on April

11,

2000, when it was agreed to in the House by a voice vote.
This is an example of an

t*of f

icial

st.at.ement" by Congress,

where an important issue is highlighted by Congress, but no
of f icial- action is taken.
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House Resolution 4222
On April

10, 2000, H.R. 4222, alsc known as t.he

Abandonment. Prevent

ion Act of

2OAO ,

*,Baby

" was introd.uced in the

House by Representat ive Sheila Jackson-Lee (D-TX) .

It

would provj-de for the establishment. of a task force within

the Bureau of .Tustice Statistj-cs to gather information
about., study, and report to the Congress regardirg,
incidents of abandonment of infant children.
on April 10 it was referred to the Committee on the
Judici-ary, and in addit ion to the Committee on Education
and the workforce.

on May 23, 2000, H.R. 4222 was referred

Lo the Subcommittee on Early Chil-dhood, Youth and Fami I ies
(H.n. 4222, 2000). No further action was taken and H.R.
4222 died in the 2000 Legislative

Session.

House Resolutior: 7t

- 7l was introduced as the 'tBaby Abandonment
Prevention Act of 2001." rt was also sponsored by
H.R

Representative Sheila Jackson-Lee (D-TX) and provided for
the establishment of a task force to gather information
about incidents of abandonment of infant children.
It
directs the Attorney General, dcting through the Director
of the Bureau of Just.ice Statistics,
to establish the Task
Force on Baby Abandonment to: (1) collect information and
mai-ntain a database on inc ident s of chi Id aband.onment ,

including informat.ion on demographics, circumstances,
out come s , and t rends ,- and (2) submi t annual report s and
recommendations to Congress.

L}
On January 3, 200L it

the Judiciary,

was referred r-o the Cornmittee on

and in addition,

to the Committee

on

Education and the Workforce. On March 3, 2001, H.R. 7L

was

ref erred to the Subcommit.t ee on Select Edr-rcat,ion. ft is
st ill

in committee (tt. n . 71,

ZO01)

.

In summaryr as of June 5, 2001, the only legislation
enacted at the Federal leve1 addressing the infant
ahandonment issue was the Adoption and Safe Famil-ies Act of

L997, also known as Public Law 105-89.
State Level:
Jodi Brooks, a televj-sion reporter with
WMPI

NBC af f

iliate

in Mohile, Alabarna, covered many stories about

abandoned babies.

over a

1--1-

/

Brooks saw 19 infant deaths in her area

2 yeay' periorl and ]rnew something had to be done,

but what? When she heard about a baby left safely at the
door of a church adopt.j-on agency, *'inspiration sLruck."
The Christian Science Mcnitor re ported Brooks' story rn

their January 24, 2000 issue:
Lives could be saved, she thought, if

women who

felt

unable to cope could leave thelr newborns in caring
hands, without fear of being thrown in jail for
abandonment. Before 1ong, she had enlisted locaI
hospit.als , sociaf - service agencies, and the district
attorney +-*o make it happen (feicher, 2000, p. 3).
The Mobile , Alabama program (Secret Saf e Pl-ace f or
Newborns) has become a model for cities

and states across

1B

America. According to the National Conference of State
Legislatures, aL reast 28 states have passed, or are
considering, "saf e abandonment,, tegisl-at ion in 2000
("Senate backs, " 2000) . Proposals can differ, from state
to state , on the maximum age of the inf ant. s , des ignatecl
saf e praces , and legal impl icat.ions of aband.onment

fn September of l-999, Texas was the f irst

.

sta.te to pass

a l-aw that provided a safe environment for abandonment of
, commonly known as " a saf e abandonment law,,
(Wnitaker, 2000) . Their law does not remove the criminal
penalty of abandoning a newborn, but instead creates "an
newborns

affirmative

defense to prosecution,, if the parent

voluntarillr

delivers the infant,

30 days or younger, at

licensed emergency medical faci1it1,.

This legislation

a
was

in response to a rash cf 13 'abandonrnents in the Houston
area over a 1O-month period from 1-998-99. Three of the
babies were found dead (Lash, 2000) .

In the first

13

four

months after enactment, the Texas law appeared. to have had

no impact . Nine babies were abandoned stat.ewide, but none
in compliance with the law (..Inscribing compassion,,, 2000)
This spurred the creation of the Task Force on Baby
Abandonment in Houston in December 1999. That same month
the task force kicked off an advertising campaign aimed at
making pregnant women aware of the new 1aw. Bil-lhoards
were erected throughout Houston and a toIl-free
87'7 -904

hot line,

-SAVE, was established f or mothers in crisis

(Bardwell, 2000)

.
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Colorado Governor BiIl

Owens felt

infant abandonment legislation

Colorado,s

passed into law d.uring the

2000 Legisl-at.ive Session (Chapter 384) was a "bitter-sweet,,

biI].

He saw it as giving legal protection to people

abandon babies at hospitals and fire

stations within

who

72

hours after birth.

But Governor Owens saw it as "a reality
of today that needs to be addressed" (Sanko, 2000, p. 4A)
.

Since

, 5 B babies were abandoned in Florida . They
have been f ound in garbage bins , dlong roads i-des , under
trees and on doorsteps . Of the 32 found in the Tampa area,
10 were already dead ("Drop-off points,,, 2000) . On March
L98'7

4, 2000 the St. Petersburq Times re ported t.he di scovery of
another abandoned inf ant , bringing the total- to d in j ust
t,hat past. month ("Abandoned newborr!,,, 2000) . The response
of Florida's 200C State Legisl-ature was passage of S.B.
2080 j-nto law (Chapter 1BB). ft requires hospital
emergency department s to accept an inf ant , up t.o 3 days

ol-d, if it is given up by a parent.
remain anonlrmous and will
abuse or abandonment. .

The parents will

not be prosecuted f or neglect,

The bi-rt.h parent.s would have up t.o

30 days to reclaim their child, if a court approved of them
to parent (*Drop-off points," 2000).
Florida Senator John Grant (R-FL), who was behind the
Florida infant abandonment legislation,
introduced his
wi f e ,

Beverly, at a news conf erence . Beverf y vol-unteers at

A Woman's Place t a Christian

crisis

Tampa. Grant opposes abortion

but said that his measure

pregnancy center in
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goes beyond that debate, adding, "This bill isn, t pro- Iife
rt isn't pro-choice. rt's pro*baby,, (oppeI, 2000, p. 1B)
A common thread throughout these infant abandonment

stories was the number of people car-ling hospitars and
newspapers who want to give these chil-dren a home. Such

a

story came out of Flor j-da' s Walt Disney World. An inf ant,
onry a few minutes old, was revived by an ohio doctor
visit.ing Walt Disney Wor1d. The d.octor j ust happened to be
passing by a rest area when a woman, who found the newborn,
ran out of the bat.hroom screaming f or a d.octor. Af ter f our
days j-n the hospital , the staf f had receive,C more than 5 0 0
caIls from people asking to adopt the infant girl
act ion, " L997 )

("call

t.o

-

Anot.her concern

be ing

voiced i s that mos t. of these
abandoned babies will- grow up without knowledge of their
biological family history.
As Judy Hay, public information
of f icer f or the Texas Children' s Protective Services, tol-d

t'f want questions asked, so the child won, t
wonder some day: 'what' s my medicar background? Am r at
USA Today

ri sk f or

s

j-ckl-e celI? For breast cancer? '

someone to the li f elong quest ion,

r

You , re conrLemning

who am !? r rt ( *No to

abandoning," 2000, p. 39a).
Most social service sett.ings have l- ist,s of wou]d-be
parents who have already appfied and undergone screening to
become adoptive parent,s. Social service staf f stress the
importance of moving quickly to get the infant into a
stable, nurturing environment .

once settred,

the infant

.

2L

can begin bonding with the family and adjust to its

(Danielson, 2000; Hanchett,

secure, loving setting

new

2000)

, a sma1l group of Minnesota cit i zens
heard about the infant, abandonment-prevention program in
In April of

L999

Mobll-e, Alabama. They named their Minnesot.a program t'Saf e
They immediately hegan to take the

Place for Newborns. "

necessary steps to have Minnesota adopt their
Iegislation
2000).

own

to protect newborn abandoned infants

(Cohen,

S.F. 26L5, was introduced

The Senate bill,

February 3, 2000. The House bil},
substituted by the Senate biII.

H.R. 3008,

on

was

A Senate conference

commit.tee of selected representatives and senators was

ft was signed by Governor

formed to negotiate the bil1"

Ventura into law on April 18, 2000. Popularly known as the
'tSafe Place for irlewborns

Law,

" it. became 2000 Minnesota

Session Law Chapter 421-, Minnesota Statute

145

-9O2 (S.p.

2615, 2000)
Minnesota Statute 1,45.902 stated that any unharnted,
newborn baby, within

7

2 hours ol-d, can be dropped of f

anonymously at any hospital

in MinnesoLa. The mother will
not be required by

not be charged with abandonment and will

Iaw to provide any perscnal or medical information.
local county social service agency will

The

take custody of the

child and make arrangements for future placement and/or
adoption (Safe Pl-ace for Newhorns, 2000).
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Literature
The obvious literatuie

Gaps

gap is that the topic of infant

aband.onment, except in a Eu* noted articles,

been written

has not yet

about in social work or other professional-

j ournal- s .

The only legislation

t,hat has become l-aw at. fed.eral

level is the Adoption and Safe Families Act of tggl. But
infant abandonment, legislation aL the state-level has seen
much more act j-on, with 29 of 5 0 states having passed laws ,
and another 16 staLes conTidering legislation.

As noted earlier,

H.R. J7, sponsored by Texas

Representative Sheila.Tackson-Lee in the 2001 FederalLegisl-at.j-ve Sessiorr, is cqlling for better tracklng of the
number of inf ants whc are aband.oned. With this inf ormation,
and the establishment of the task force within the Bureau
of Just j-ce Statistig=, perhaps related j ournal literature

will

begin to appear.

In an attempt to locatle further j ournal sources f or
this paper, Dr. Gordana Rabrenovic, a professor of
sociol-ogy at Northeastern univers ity in Bost.on,

was

contact.ed by phone. Durf rrg Lhis phone conversation in
oct.ober of

2000

j ournal art,icles

,

Dr

. Rabretrovic conf irmed the scarcity of

at this time and suggested to watch public

heatth or IegaI absLracts for future writings related to
t.his topic.
This paper will

provide a review of t.he history of the

infant abandonment. and the

21=E

century's private and
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governmenL

-

level- responses to the issue

.

.1

z+A

CHAPTER THREE

THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAI,IEI,IORKS

Introduct ion
This paper focuses on the social planning theory
T'he theories are outlined and

the empowerment theory.
their application

and

to infant abandonment issues and policies

is noted.
Social Planninq Theory
This planning/policy

model targets city-wide or

regional proposals for action by elected bodies or
service planning councils.
integration

human

Its concern is for the

of soc:-al needs into geographic planning in the

public arena, vrith human servi-ces network coordination
(Kettner, McMurt::y, & Netting, !998).
According to Kahn, planning is a developmental process
ormal steps which are : (1)
identifying the problems, needs or cofrcerrJ.s; (2) defining
the planning task; (g) formul-ating a policy or plan; (a)

that has a sequerfce of

f

programming; and (5) evaluation, monitoring and feedback.
These five maj or steps can best be viewed with a series of

int.erlocking spirals and circles
between the 1evel s ,

revising

(Kahn

The first

al-

lowing

f

Lhat permit int erplay

or cont inual

, L959)
major step is "identifying

re f

ining and

.

the problems,

needs or concerns . " A need can have a biological-

definition,

ds in food or s1eep, or a social- definition,
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where it is defined with a wiew of what the social

institution

or the broader society expects of that

individual or the group. The person is then caIled to make
a value judgment and decide if the social or economic price
(Kahn, 1-969)
of meeting the need is justified
.

The next step is t.he "def inition

of the planning task.

It is the formul-at.ion of the appropriat.e needs/task
concept. A concept guides the planning in which needs

and

task are shaped toget.her, each af f ecting and modifying the
other (Kahn, a969)
The next maj or step is the

standing p1an. "

*'f

ormulation of policy or

It is during this time that. realities

are

weighed, sanctions assessed, and values are considered.
The planner begi.ns to sirape a st rategy f or achieving what

is sought (Kahn, 7969) .
The fourth step is *'programming." This is translating

the policies
specifics.

from general principles

into program

Programming needs to be flexible

propose opLions and to permit alterations

to

enough to
meet

unforeseen circumstances (Kahn, 1969)
The }ast ma j or step is *'eval-uation, monitoring and
.

feedback. "

The conLents of materials in social science

theory, Iesearch design, statistics,

financiaf

auditing,

and management reporting systems are relevant for

a

thorough, accurate evaluation and feedback. Program
out.put s shed I ight on al- l- phases , and guide cont inuous
readjustment of task, policy and program (Kahn,

1-969)

.

"
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fncrementalism is another approach to social planning.
Forrnulated by Charles Lj.ndbl-om in 1959, it takes

an

existing sit.uation and compares the probable gains and
Iosses by making small adjustments versus Iarge-scaIe
change t.hat would be more difficult

to achieve or to

Each '*increment" of change ref leCt.s changeS in
of the people (Barker, 1995 ) .
values, needs, and priorities

reverse.

The

s j-

ze of the incremental- change wi l- I become }arger

as

more knowledge is available about a goal and t.hose involved

are more conf ident about t.heir pref erences

(Kahn

,

L9 6 9 )

.

Each state that has passed state-wide infant
abandonment fegislation,

or is making smaller "incrementaJ"

changes in Lheir current, system, are basing their decisions

on what they bel-tevs are the valries and needs of t.heir
populat ion

.

This social planning model can be seen j.n Minnesot.a
when the Safe P1ace for Newborns Program began their

efforts

at the regional level by opening the doors of two

hospitals in an urban county to abandoned newhorns.

The

count.y's social services agreed to coordinate services for
any inf ant. abandoned at the two ho sp i t a l- s . Wi thin weeks ,
news of more abandonments led the program to take steps to

expand their

efforts.

and state officials

They worked with county attorneys

to seek legisl-ation that would open the

doors of every hospital in Minnesota to abandoned newborns.
A law was then passed on April

18, 2000 that allowed

an

inf ant to be saf ely lef t in any hospit.al, in any county' in
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Minnesota

.

Once the law was passed, count ies throughout lvlinnesota

rushed to get their social- services procedures in pIace.
Each county was allowed to set up their own protocol to
f

ol low when an inf ant was " legaIly

ahandorred" at one of the

hospitals in their county.
Emp owerment

Theory

The process of empowerment. is normally seen playing

itself out in the micro (indivldual) or the macro
(community) setting.
But the two approaches can interface
when, (1) individual- empowerment contributes to group
or (2) a group's power enhances the functioning
of its indiv'idua1 memJ:ers (Grrt.ierrez, 1995 )
empowerment.

.

Empowerment-baseo sociai work einphasizes the importance

of reinf orcing ar:d expanding client.s'

existing capabilities

and resources, while t.rying to help people heal- their

traumatized bodies, minds, spirits,

and neighborhoods

This approach acknowledges the hard realities

.

faced by

some

clienLs, but at the same time emphasizes "the patches of
health and power that clients present" (Simon, L994, p.
14 )

.

Individuals

iri communities across the United States

have j oined together to bring infant abandonment. to an end.
They have empowered t.heir communit ies to creat e programs to

reach out to the pregnant woman in crisis.

The community

wants this mot.her to know they are there for her and that.
she has the option of leaving her newhorn infanL in a safe

7'r .t

LU

place.
The empowered citizen

can al-so gather political

and work to create and pass legislation
f

support

at both sLate

ederal- leve1s to protect their youngest citizen.

and
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY

This chapt.er will
the relationship

provide descriptions of

specifically

between the purpose of the study and the

methodology used to conduct the study.

covered are r

ComponenLs

to

be

) research quesLions , (2 ) description of the
research design, (3 ) aef init.ion of variables, (4
(

1

)

definit.ion

of population and sampling procedures,

measurement issues,

and

(B

(6

) human subj ects

) data collection ,

('7

(5)

) data analysis,

.

Research Questions
1

What is the hrstory

of government response to the

i s sue of abancioned ' newborns
z

What i s the

r:e

sponse of

?

col lege

student s to

an

unplanned pregnancy?
3

What knowledge do college students have of infant
abandonmenL laws?

Research Design

This study bl-ended qualitative
research designs.
historical

The qualitative

data analysis.

and quantitative

research method is

Data was collected on federal

and state laws addressing infant abandonment..

quantitative

design was the self-administered

The

survey given

to college students to deterrnine their responses on the
topic of unplanned pregnancies and t.heir awareness of
infant ahandonment laws

.
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It is important to be aware that when collecting
historical

lnformation it is possihle for data sources to

be slant.ed to a particular

viewpoint .

Skocpol

(1984

)

believed that it was imperative to pay special attention to
the "cu}turat1y embedded intentions
actors in the given historical
investigation"

(p. 368).

of individual

or group

settings under

Furthermore, the author stated

"... both the topic chosen for historical

stuCy and the kinds

of arguments developed about it should be culturally
poiitically

'significant'

or

in the present; that is,

to the audiences, always larger than
specialized academic audiences..." (p. 368 ) . Historicalsignificant

search al so tends tc.: be more t ime consuming because of
the possible cl.urat j oir of research. .it can also be
re

difficult

to assess source reliability.

An advant.age of hi sLorical research i s that there are

fewer ethical and human subj ect. issues . There is also
normally a wide variety of source material and
opportunities

for triangulation

of the data (A-brams, 2000).

This research study combined historical
with field

research analysis

study, and thus in this combinaticn, the

human

subj ect issue does surface.

The self-administered

questionnaire method is

example of the more structured,

an

predict.able quantitative

method of research (Babbie & Rubin, 7997) . For many years
acceptabl-e"
survey researchers only included'tsocially
quest j-ons. In the early 1940s, the Gallup PoIl was noted
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as being very hesitant to even ask respondents if a family
member suffered from cancer (Bradburn & Sudman, L982)
.

Times have changed. This research survey is able to ask

very personal questiorrs and still
because t.he research

confidentiality.

de s ign

hope for honest answers

promi se S respondent

A weakness of the survey approach is that

standardized questions are not good at assessing individual
attitudes, orientations, circumstances, and experiences.
It is also difficult

for survey researchers to develop

feel for t.he total life situation
(Babbie & Rubin, 1997 ) .
Definition

a

of their respondents
of Variables

Variables are the specif:-c concepts this research is
investigating (Babbie & Rubin, 1997 ) . In this research,
the variables are infant abandcnment faws, uflPlanned
pregnancy, and the responses of the college students.
The unplanned pregnancy is when a woman becomes

Infant

pregnant without purposely planning to conceive.

abandonment is defined as an infant being deserted by its

parent shortly after birth.
Conceptually this study focuses on college students
and the issue of unplanned pregnancy. Before any study can
be implemented to col lect dat.a on the variables , the
variables must first be translated into observable terms.
This "operat.ional- definiLion" points the way to how a
variable will be measured (Babbie & Rubin, L997)
-

This study has two units of analysis.

The first

are

the college dorm students at an upper Midwest coIlege.
second are social artifacts

st.ate laws

in the form of federal

The

and

-

Population Descr-ipt ion and Samplinq
The survey was distributed

to colleqe dorm students,

which included men and women from various geographic areas
throughout the United States and from several foreign
countries.
Plans were made with the campus special events
director

to distribute

the survey Lo dorm students during

their evenj-ng meal in the caf eterj,a.

The researcher

greeted random students and invited them to take part.
They were asked to fill

out the survey and, when completed,

to put it in the sealed box prcvided. To motivate t.he
students, each was 'offered a'free candy bar for considering
the

pos

s

ibi 1it.y of part ic ipat ion .

The candy bar

was

offered to them as they considered whether they would pick
up the survey.
Measurement Issues

The measurement issue for the historical

analysis part

of the paper will- look at : (1) whether the dat.a collected
on government response is accuraLe anC (2) how that data
was reported.
Level-

s of measurement f or the survey are nominal

and

ordinal- measures. Examples of t.hese nominal- variables
incl-ude gender, select ion of college

ma

j or, the response of

parents if they found out the student is pregnant, the
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reason a single

woman

would hide her pregnancy, and their

opinion about a mot.her being charged wiLh abandonment if
she l-eaves her newborn in a hospital .

The ordinal

variables include choices a student has if she (cr the
girlfriend

of the male respondent ) found out she

pregnant , and ranking the )rear in col lege .

was

The

classif ication of these variabl-es is discrete.
Measurement, error can be a concern with surveys.

Systematic error can occur when t,he researcher tries to
measure 1ikely behavior by coll-ecting data on attitudes

or

viewpoints.

Unfortunately, words do not always match the
actions (eabbie & Rubin, 1997)
.

This researchei' is hoping that the obvious efforts
taken to protect the cont-idential-ity of the respondents led
to more honest ys-cpJrrses.
Random error

is a possibility

when a survey is too

lengthy and the respondent may get bored and just
"randomly" give answers (Babbie & Rubin, 1997). This
survey was rel-atively
f

shorL and the direct.ions were easy to

ol low .
The measurement of reliability

of this survey is

helped by the fact that the questions asked of the college
st.udents are : (1) topics that are rel-evant to them and {2)
topics they are like1y to have an opinion about. (eabbie &
Rubin, L997).
This questionnaire has "face validity"

because it

appears to measure what the researcher intended to measure.
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is necessary if a measurement is to be seen

Face val idity

(Babbie & Rubin, l99lJ

as worth following

.

Data Collection fnstruments

'Ihe survelr has 15 questions. Tire f irst 9 questions
seek to elicit

the opinions and attitudes of college
respondents. The last 5 questions identify respondent
demographics. The survey was pre-tested by giving it to a
smal l- group of young adul t s who were not parL of t.he f inal
group of respondents.
Data Analysis

Data analysis of the hisLorical
qualitative

dat.a is considereC

method. Researchers continually

a

examine,

analyze and synthesize the. historical documents found
(Babbie & Rubirr, 19 97) . Attempts v/ere also made to l-ocate
applicable secondary data.
Two steps were used t.o analyze survey data.

First

,

univariate analysis was used to present. the frequency and
percentage of variables.

The second step was the bivariate

analysis, which is done by using the chi-square test.

The

chi-square statist'ical

test "assesses the extent to which
the frequencies you observe in your tahle of results differ
from what you would expect t.o observe if the distribution
was created by chance"(Babbie & Rubin, 1,99'7, p. 530) .

Chi-

sguare v/as used to find out (1) if there is any significant

difference when comparing variable resul-ts of male students
with variable resul-ts of female students and (2) if there
was any significance

when comparing particul-ar answers and
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the student' s year in college

.

Human Subj ects

This proj ect took steps to protect the human subj ects
who were complet.ing the surveys.

This involved getting the

approval of the Augsburg IRB Committee (rne#ZooL-24-1,)
the campus special events coordinator to distribute
surveys to students in the dorm cafeteria.
participat.ion

was compl-etely voluntary.

and

the

Student

Students entering

the cafeteria were invited to complet,e the questionnaire.
A letter

attached to the survey explained the project

and

t.he precaut ions being taken to assure their conf ident.iality
and privacy.

Summary

This chapter presented social sci ence methodology
applied it to social work.

Science is presenting us

and

a

unique approach to the di scovery of real- ity through
personal experience (Babbie & Rubin, 1997) . This section
depicted t.he design of the study, describing the variables,
measurement issues, data collection

instruments, data

analysis, and the human subjects in the study.
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CHhPTER FIVE
FINDINGS

This chapter presents the result.s of the student
survey.

It begins with Lhe demographic characteristics

part icipant.s,
questions.

f

of

ollowed by the data obtained f rom the survey

The findings will

answer research questions 2

&

: What is the response of col lege student.s to an unplanned
pregnancy? What knowl-edge do college students have of
3

inf ant abandonment. I aws ?
Demographi

cs

The demographic inf ormation incl-uded gender,
conf irmation of student's nininnr"rm age of. 18 years old,

current year in colIege, s€iected college major, and home
state or country.
The survey was- completed by 1,20 students, 50

mal-es

{41.72) and 70 females (se.3Z} , all of whom indicated they
were 18 years of age anC older. The question about their
current year in col-lege found that 73 students or 50.8?
were in their first year of colIege. The others were shown
to be sophomores (2L), juniors (17) , seniors (8) , and one
student who was in the sixth year, part of a graduat.e
program offered at the col1ege.

See Table #f.
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Tab1e #1: Year in College

Year in college

# of students

Percentile

1

73

60.8?

I

21,

L I -56

3

L7

t4 .22

n--O

r
o.

4

4+

o9

1

Eighty- seven of the

1,2O

-o,
t5

.(JO

students have chosen a college

major, with the most numerous majors heing Education (15) ,
Business (13), Music (6), Psychology (5), English (5), and
Art

(

work

5

)

ma

.

Only two of t-he

1-.2O

students reported a

j or, and those . were dcuble

nia

soc

ial

j ors : Social

Work/Religion and Social Work/h-ami.1y Studies.
Eighty-one

(67 .52)

of the 120 dorm st-udents said their

home state is Minnesota, whil-e L2 were f rom Wisconsin and
f

rom South Dakot.a .

In summary, 9I of the

12

5

0 student s were

from the Upper Midwest,. The other 22 students represented
various states and 5 foreign countries, with one student
from each: Eritrea,

Norway, Malaysia, Germany, and Somo1ia.

The su.rvey began by asking the students if they had

ever had a friend or family member who was'*single and
pregnant. " Of the 120 studenLs, 73 (50.8?) of the students
knew of aL least one or more pregnancies.

3B

Responses to Unplanned. Pregnancy

This section will

report on student responses to

unpl-anned pregnancy in the following

survey dreds:

reasons f or hiding pregnancy , (2) personal- response
pregnancy, and (3) possible parental response to a

(1)
Lo

student ' s pregnancy.
Reasons for Hidinq Preqnancy

Survey question #+ asked students what they thought

were "the 3 major reasons why a single woman would hide her
pregnancy?" The major reason chosen was that the single
woman woul-d be *'scared to teII parents. " The students f elt
that t.he second most

common

reason was that the

didn' t want '*to be looked at. as promiscuous

woman

."

The responses of 23 students couJd not be included for

this particular
f

question because they did not correctly

ol-low directions.

Tabl-e #Z shows the f irst,

second and

third-ranked student. choices of the remaining 97 students.
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Table #22 Why a SingJ-e

Woman

Would Hide Her Pregrnancy

l=Echoice 2"dchoice 3'dchoice
1.

Scared to teII parents

60

23

9

11

25

ZO

7

L9

t4

7

74

31

doesn't wanL children

7

13

11

Other

5

Z

6,

2 . Don'

t to be looked

at as promiscuous
3

.Denying her situation

4 . Don'
5

5

.

.

t want friends to

know

Baby' s father married

N=97

The resul-ts of several chi - square tests showed that.

there was no significant

difference in the responses of

males and females.

Personal Responses to Pre gnancy
Survey question #S asked students how they would

personally respond if they found out they (or Lheir
girlfriend)

were pregnant.

The "keep baby" choice received
the largest number of "most likely" decisions (44), while
the "abandon baby" choj-ce recej-ved the largest number
"least Iikely" decisions (95). Between 4 to 6 students did

not correctly

respond to the question, so part. of t.heir

responses were not usable .

Tabl-e #: outl ines the data

.
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Table #3: Ranking Personal Choices Concerning Pregnancy
Most

Likely Al.most

More

Likely Likel-rr
1 . Keep

baby

t

LikeIy

LJ

1C)

1A
.L=

13

B

6

for adoption

-1 "t

31

24

13

9

15

1-4

6

21,

11

15

48

raise the baby

3

B

19

2B

'))

34

Abandon baby

U

0

o

z

18

96

baby up

3

.

Have abortion

4

.

Have parents

.

Like Iy Likel

44

2 . Put

5

Somewhat Leas

Tabl-e #+ gives further

.\

information,

showing how male

and femal-e stuoents compared ili therr personal responses to
pregnancy.
Tab1e #4: Compari ng Male & Female Responses to Pregnancy

Most

More

I ikel

1

MF
baby

omewha

Least

like1

1ike1

Iikel-

MF

MF

MF

MF

68

3

17

24

ikel
MF

24

15

1,4

for adoption

4

79

t2

19

3

11

33

L47

se the baby 3

0

35

5

0

00

00

2 . Put

.

Have ahortion

4

.

Have parents
ra

j-

10

baby up

3

.

Almost

20

1. Keep

5

ike 1y

Abandon haby

0

11

13

13

B5

36

11

5

65

9'7

13

3s

1B 10

715

11 23

7

39

20

11

57
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Chi-square tests were done on this data, taking each

"choice" and checking if there was any significant
difference in how males and females responded" The

"abortion" choice showed that significantly more females
would choose abortion than males (y2=14.396, df=6,'p<.05).
Another choice showing significant differences was t'baby up
for adoption, " showing that. significantly more females
chose adoption than males (y2=13 . 514 , df=6, p<. 05 ) . The
"parents raise baby" choice showed marginal significance,
with barely more mal-es choosing it than f emales (y2-13 . 2 0 9 ,
df=6 , p<. 05 )
.

Possible ParentalWhen

Response

students were asked how they thought their parents

would respond to news of their pregnancy, flo significant

difference was found between the way the males and females
responded. The survey found that 58 students (56.7?) felt
their parents would "be disappoint€d, " but would be Lhere
for Lhem. The second choice was "be okay and would be
there

f

or

ffie ,

" with 24 responses. Together, these t.wo sets

of responses show that a tota1 of 92 student s , or 7 6 . B* of
them, be l-ieve their parents "would be there" f or Lhem.
There were 7 students who did not respond to this question

Table #S provides t.he data

.

"
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Table #5: Possible Parental Response to Student
# of students
1.

Be Cisappoint.ed in

ffie

,

but would be there for

6B

56.8%

')A
z.=

20 .02

me.

disappointed in

3. Be terribly

ffie, so I would never tell
4 . Suggest

Percentile

me.

2.Be okay, and would be
there for

Pre,qnanCy

6.Jv"

a

them

f quit school, and get

7

5.8?

5

4

ready to support my baby
5. Suggest
f

or

putting the baby

adopt.

-2*

ion

6.Suqqest an abortio:r

N=

up

.8t

i

11,3

Knowl-edge

of Infant Abandonment.

Law

Two survey questions focused on student knowledge of

legaI consequences associated with infant ahandonment: 'tAre
there 1ega1 consequences for a mother if she abandons her
baby in an unsaf e place? " and "Under Minnesota stat.e Iaw,
are there 1ega1 consequences for the mother who abandons
her newborn chil-d in a Minnesot.a hospital ? "

The chi - square

tesLs done on the data showed that there was no significant
difference in the responses of males and females t.o either
survey questions. The first question (#7) asked if there
are "1ega1 consequences for a mother who abandons her baby
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in an unsafe place?"

Eighty-three percent of the

LZO

student s bel ieved t.here were Iega1 consequences , but

15 ?

were unsure. Table #0 displays these results.

Table #6: Are there Iega1 consequences if one abandons
a newborn in an unsafe place?

# of students

Percent. i 1e
83 .3?

100

Yes
No

1
J.

2

I don't know

O

'

1s.0t

18

Survey guest.ion #10 asked specifically
consequences in Minnesota .

'ty

I

t

f

about legaI

ou;rd that only

LL .7

+ of

t he

L20 s tudent s knew that newborns cor-rlC be abandoned l ega 1 ly

at a hospital in Minnesota . The ma j ority of Lhe st.udent s
(eOt) replied "I don't know. " Table #l gives the
statistics.
Table

#7 t

Are there leqal corrsrecruences f or abandoninq
a newborn in a Minnesota hospital?
# of st.udents

Percentile

Yes

34

28.32

No

1-4

L\ .72

I don't know

72

60.0%
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The following analysis takes the nexL step, and }ooks

at how many of the student.s, whose home state is Minnesota,
know about t.he Minnesota inf ant abandonment law.

Table I

shows that only L2 of these 81 students, who were Minnesota

residents,

knew that an infant

could be legalty

abandoned

at a hospital in Minnesota. Over 50? of both resident
non-

resident students responded

"

and

I don' t know. "

Table #8: Knowledge of inf ant abandor:-rnent law by students
whose home state is Minnesota

# of Students
. Knew about the law to 1egaI1y abandon

l2

newborns in any Minnesota hospital-

r Said there are 1ega1 consequences for
anyone who abandons a newborn in

25

a

Minnesota hospital

. Said "I don't know" when asked if there
is a law that all-ows you to IegalIy

44

abandon a newborn in a Minnesota hospital

N=

81

Att itudes about Polic

tions

The Minnesota Infant Abandonment Law passed in Apri1,

2000 states (1) that a mother can 1egal1y abandon her
newborn at a Minnesota hospital without the consent of the

infant's

biological

father,

and (2) the person legally
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abandoning the newborn at the hospital is not required to

give a medical history.
Survey question #g sought to determine if the students
f

elt t.he f at.her' s consent. was necessary bef ore leaving

newborn at a hospital.

a

Ten percent of the students

believed that, it depended on the individual
Only 35.0t of Lhe students felt

circumstances.

the mother shoul-d have the

right to leave the newborn at a hospital wit.hout the
consent of the biological father. Of the 50 male
respondents, 15 males (:Ot of mal-es) felt

the mother should

be able to give up the newborn without the consent of the
father. See Table #g
.

Table #9: Should the mother be abl-e to qive
without consent of the father?

#students ?students

#na/#f'

u,

p her newborn

ztvt /

zF

Yes

42

35.0?

75/27

3o.oz/38.62

No

66

s5.0%

3L/3s

62.02/50.0%

L2

10.0%

4/B

Depends on the

circumstances

8.0"6/L1,.4%

Survey question #g asked the students if they thought

mother, abandoning her newborn safely and anonymously at a
Minnesota hospital-, should be required to provide a short
medical history.
students felt

The result.s showed that 92+ of the

that a medical history should be required.

a
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Table # f O provides t.he data

.

Table #10: Should a short medical hisEory be required
when a newborn is legally

abandoned aE a hospiuale

# of students
Yes
No

Percent i I e
C)1 Jc9

111

JZJ

'

O

7 .52

9

Summary

This chapter presented the demographics of the student
population that completed the surveys the cumulative results of the questions.
will

It also provided
These results

be disclr.ssed and analyzed in Chapter Six.
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CIIAPTER

S

IX

DISCUSSION

This t.hesis focused on public and private responses to
infant abandonment. It began by giving the reader

a

picture of infant abandonment as it has

historical

progressed through the ages. The study then looked at the
public (federal and state laws) and private (survey of
col-1ege students ) responses to the inf ant abandonment

This chapter will

.

discuss these findings.

A Brief History of Infant Abandonment
The research showed that the act of infant abandonment

by parents has been wiult Lis throughout history.
primitive

man was a nomadj-c hunter-gatherer,

searching for

food everywhere. If a child became a burden, it
abandoned. to starvation

civiltzations

saw their

so sacrificing

and wild animals.

Early
was

Ancient

children as omens of good and evil,

them t.o the gods or entombing them alive

with their dead parents to keep them company, produced
little

concern.

Infants born deformed or unwanted were put on dung
pites to be devoured hry animals or salvaged by anot.her: to
be used as a prostiLute.

The early Christian moral

t.heologians were Lolerant of the pract ice of chi ld
abandonment because of tough economic times, but. would then

warn Christians not to go to a prostitute

because they

4B

might commit incest. with a family member who they had
abandoned years before.

The Roman
potver of

l-

Emp

i re t old tire Roman f ather that he had the

i f e and death over hi s chi ldren, and could

abandon or kill

them at will.

se 11

,

The Romans looked at

abandonment as an acceptable way to cont rol- f ami 1y s i

ze

postnatally.
Thi s research f ound that inf ant s }iave been ahandoned

throughout history by people of al-I social strata and
economic means. AbandonmenL seems to have been the way

that primitive,

ds well as modern societies,

deal with the inf ant who would be a

phys i cal_

have chosen

burden,

En

economic burden, a social burden, or was needed as an
obj ect of good and evil

in a ri tual- . As late as 1843,

modern Germany had the ritual

of burying a live child in

t.he f oundation of a new structure to assure stability.

Public

Res

onses to Infant

AbandonmenL

Research question #f is'tWhat is t.he history of
government. response to the issue of abandoned newborns?"

The following sections wi11 summarj-ze this history.

Federal Level
The f irst

t j-me that the f ederal government addres sed

the problem of infant abandonment was House Resolution
1044. It did not become law, buL it, was a predecessor to
the Adoption and Safe Famil-ies Act of 1-997 (P.1,. 105-89),
which promoted the adoption of children in foster care.

t.o
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Its intent was to prevent not only abandoned newhorns, but
all- children in foster care, from experiencing prolonged
foster care.

signed into 1aw by president clinton

on

November 79 , a997 , it

also included "adoption incentive
palrments" to the states. These incent.ives provided
technical assistance to the states and l-ocal communities to
help increase the numbers of children adopted in foster
care or, if adoption was not possible, art.ernative
permanent placements.
The most recent

e

f f ort

at the f ederal l-evel- was t he

introduct.ion in the House of H.R. 7l on January 3, 2001.
Until now the government has depended on media reports to
j-nform them of the number of newhorns abandoned each year
in the united stat.es.

This resorut,ion proposed the

establishment of the Task Fcrce on Baby Abandonment to
coll-ect. information and maintain data on incid.ents of child
abandonment

.

H.

R.

71-

required that "not later than 1 year

ter the enactment of thi s Act and annual ly thereaf t,er"
t.he task force would submit a detailed report to Congress
af

on it.s methods, findlngs,

conclusions and recommendations

on March 2,2001 this bill

proposal was referred to the

Subcommittee on SeIecL Education.

It is still

.

in committee

(u.n. 71, 2001) .
No further

federal infant abandonmenL legislation

has

been enacted since 1997.

State Level-

rn sepLember of a999, Texas was the first

state to

pass
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a safe infant abandonment law (Whitaker, 2000) .

It was in

response to a rash of 13 abandonments in the Houston area

over a 10-monLh period from 1,998*99 (Bardwell,
During 2000 state legislative

sessions , 25 more states

introduced infant abandonment legislation,
enacting the legislation.
introduced legislation

with 15 of

Lhem

In 2001, another 22 staLes
and, ds of .Tune 5,

22 have passed the fegislat ion.
f

2000)

2

001, 13 of

t,he

In the past three years,

rom 1999-2001, a total- of 29 states have passed inf ant

abandonment legislation.

Only Wyoming, Nebraska, Missouri

,

Kentucky and Vermont have not introduced infant abandonment

legisl-ation.

See Appendix C f or a map depicting

Infant Ahandonment Legislation"

"State

(National Conference of

State Legisl-atures, 2001)
The Nat.j-ona1 Conference of St,ate Legislatures

with offices

(NCSL) ,

in Denver and Washington D.C., has begun to

follow legislative

activity

on lnfant

abandonment,

-

In

a

phone conversation on June 15, 2001, Nina Williams-Mhengue,

Policy Specialist

in Children & Family's Program at the

NCSL, said, "We have begun to track the number of st.at.es

considering infant abandonment legislation
interest

and activity

in state legisl-atures.

because of the
"

A11 of these state Jaws refer to t.he voluntary

surrendering of unharmed inf ant s .

But individual- st.ate

Iaws can vary in such areas as ( 1 ) where the infants can be
Ieft, (2) how they 1egalIy approach prosecution of parents
for abandonment, (3) the age of the baby accepted, and

(4)
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how the i s sue of parental anonlrmi ty i s approached .

For

example, Minnesota and South Carolina aIlow a hospital to

ask the mother or other person about the mother's or
newborn's medical history.

However, the mother is not

required to provide any information,

including her

name.

Public awareness of these new state laws is key if
states are to reach the girls
of abandoning their newborns .

Ehe

and women who are in danger

In Texas, a private

organizaLion provided funds for a public awareness campaign
that started in December 1999. The three infants abandoned
in Texas in accordance with the law were all abandoned
after the public awareness campaign began. Texas lawmakers
now recommend that legislatiorr

incl-ude funding to cover

cosLs of puhl-icizing ttre programs .

Calif ornia' s law

created a st ate mandated local progrram, in which the state
reimburses local agencies for certain costs mandated by the
Florida, New Jersey and New York require a media
campaign or puhl ic not j-ce (Nat ional- Conf erence of State
state .

However, the Minnesota law, Pdssed in
April 2000, did not have any funding at.tached to the bill.

Legistatures,

2001) .

Student Responses to Unplanned Preqnancy
This section will

highlight

survey findings for

research question #2, "What is t.he response of college
students to an unplanned pregnancy?"
When

personally confronted with the situation

of being

"single and pregnaflL," the majority of the students felt
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they would keep their baby. Their second choice was to put
their baby up for adoption.

It was interesting

to note

that more f emal-es (than males ) chose both abortion
adopt 1on

and

.

Also notable is that 20 (16-6?) students marked ,'almost
likely" (2) or '*somewhat 1ikeIy" (18 ) to abandon their
infant.
The researcher was told by some students that the
survey made them t.hink about. some things that they had not
thought about before.

Could it be that some of them

realized that some day they, if given some dark, terrible
circumstances, might also abandon their child?
students were asked for the #r response of their
parents to a pregnancy, 56.8% of t.he students felt their
When

parent s woul-d "be di sappointed" in them, but would be there
f or them. Another 202 f e1t their parents would *'be okay"

with the pregnancy, and would be there for them. Thus,
over three

-f

ourt.hs or

7

5 . 8Z

of students f elt thaL they

could rely on their parents to support them if they ever
were pregnant. and single. But of the LzO students, eight
felt

that their parents would be so disappointed that they

would never tell, them, and one student felt
parent s would suggest. an abort j-on .

students for

whom

I

that

t.he

t i s those nine

this research is most concerned.

women, unsupported by family,

These

may be t.he ones who would

hide the pregnancy, and later hide or dispose of an infant.
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Student Knowledge of Infant AbandonmenL
The survey showed that the

rna

j

Laws

ority of studenLs are not

aware that Minnesota has an infant abandonment Iaw.

Of the

L20 students, only L4 knew t,hat a newborn could be Iega1Iy
abandoned at a Minnesota hospital.

There appears to be a definite

problem with public

When students completed this
information about this bill.
survey, it just one year since the bi1l, or S-F. 26L5,

of 2000. One year after the bill

became law in April

was

Iaw, only L2 of 81 st.udent.s, whose home state is Minnesota,
knew an infant could be abandoned Iega1ly at a Minnesota
Over half

hospital.

(44) of these 81 Minnesota residents

responded "I don't know." The researcher did not want

students taking a guess as to the correcL answer, so felt
it was important to give st.udenLs the "I don't know"
opt ion

.

When

this hill

became law in April

2000, the Minnesot.a

Legisl-ature did not include any money for publicizing this
A Minnesota non-profiL organizatrion,
state-wide effort.
Safe Place for Newborns, has funded minimal coverage with
occasional television advertisements and billboards .
This situation

is an opportunity t.o apply the Social

PoIicy Model. This developmental process allows for an
interplay between f ormal steps, f or cont j-nual ref ining and
The model can be easily applied to the history

revising.
of

S. F .

26:-5, which started with a small group of Minnesota

citizens :

(

1

) def ining the infant abandonment problem,

(

2

)
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defining the planning task of getting an infant abandonment
bitl passed in Minnesota, (3) formulating the plan to get
an infant abandonment bill

passed into law, (4) programming

and implement ing t.he steps to reach the goal , and (5
evaluating the "final product" or S.F. 26L5 becoming a law.
)

Somewhere between

steps #: and #+ policy makers should

have, ds one person said, "put some teeth in the hiII,"

by

providing funding to cover the costs of publictztrrg the

new

st ate -wide program .

The result,s of the college dorm survey

also spoke of the need for more publicity

of the Iaw.

The Social Policy Model could be used by advocates of

this legisl-atj-on to approach the Mi-nnesota Legislature
request funding.

and

Tnis is an example of where the social

worker, inte.rested in infl-uenclng state policy,

couJ-d

participate

in committees. This role of the social- worker
as a policy maker is just one of Lhe roles mentioned in the
introductory

chapter of this research.

Other irnplications

for social work practice are noted in the fol-lowing
sect, ions

.

fmplicat.ions for Social Work Practice
Soc

ial workers can be involved at several l-evel

s

:

) Social workers can be on committees at state or
federal level that inf l-uence policy development. They
(

1

could also become involved in amending current infant
abandonment laws.

They may see a need in their state to

request funding to publicize a current infant abandonment
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law, or to change details of an enacted law.
(2) In staLes that have enacted infant abandonment
legisl-at ion, social- workers in the hospital and county
social service settings can be involved in providing d.irect
services for abandoned infants.
) Social workers are needed to increase the body of
knowledge in professional journals on infant ahandonment.
(

3

Professionals are needed to address this issue and produce
research findings, informing others about the issue.
) Thi s research found several group s f organ LZat ions
that are 'tgat.hering data" on the number of newborns
(

4

abandoned and the number of states passing infant
abandonment legislaticn.

no

But the research found little

or

ion, or sharing of inf orrnat ion, between these
A social v,iorker could initiate rines of

col- l-aborat

parties.

communicat.ion hetween these groups, some of which includ.ed

the office of Texas Congresswoman Sheila Johnson-Lee, the
National conference on st.ate Legislatures (NCSL)
,

Minnesota's Safe P1ace for Newborns organizaLion, and the
U. S . Department of Health and Human Services
.

Implications for Future Research
we need to find out. how aware minority and refugee

populations are of state infant abandonment laws. A news
report thi s past year tol-d of a Central American re f ugee ,
living

in the southern part of the united states,

abandoned her newborn and the baby died.

who

She was charged.
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with murder, and said she was not aware of the infant
abandonment law in the stat.e where she was res iding
We al-

of

.

so need Lo research ways to int ervene in the I ives

women who abandon

reach those

their newhorns, and also seek ways to

women who

might be in a situation

where they

would consider abandoning a newborn. Opponents to infant
abandonment fegislation

agree that saving newborns is the

right thing to do, but. ask "what about the mother?" How is
she doing? What are her immediate mental, physical and
emotional needs during this very traumatic time? How can
we help her?

Surrtmary

This research prcvides it.s readers with a concise
picture of infant abandonment. If they have never thought
about the topic before, it might get them talking or at
l-east curious .
It might stir
difference.

It might make t.hem angry, or make them sad.
within a desire to do somet,hing, Lo make

Then this effort

a

wil-l- not have been in vain.
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Append ix A
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April 2001

Dear Augsburg Dorm Student,
I am a social work graduate student at Augsburg and am in the
process of completing my graduate degree. One of my final projects is to
write a thesis. My thesis is looking a public and private responses to infant
abandonment. An important part of my thesis are YOUR RESPONSES to

my survey questions!

Your participation is completely voluntary. I want to assure you that
your responses are completely confidential. I do not want you to put your
name or any other kind of identifying information on the questionnaire.
When you finish the survey, you will slip it into the sealed box provided.

It is important that lget YOUR RESPONSE to the questions. Please
don't discuss your ansu,'ers with others who may be filling out the
questionnaire.

lF FOR ANY REASON the questionnaire offends you or you feel you
do not want to finish it, please know that is okay. Or if you feel strongly
about not wanting to answer a particular question, please feel free to skip it
and move on to the next question. The return of the survey is consent to
participate in the study.
Please enjoy the candy bar. It is my small way for saying "Thank you
for helping me with my thesis!"

Jo Bauer
Augsburg MSW Student

l.R.B.# 2007.?4.7

Append ix B
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Ouesti

1.

rre
r. R. B

Are you 1B years old or older?

No

.# 2001.24.1

lf yes, please proceed to question #2

Yes

2.

n na

_lf

no, please discontinue this survey.
Thank you for your time!

Have you ever had a friend or family member who was single and
pregna nt?
Yes

lf yes, proceed to question #3

No

lf no, proceed to q uestion #4

3.

How did she handle the situation wherr she found herself "single and
pregnant" ?

4.

What do you think are the 3 major reasons why a single woman would
hide her pregnancy? (Please rank your top 3 choices, "l" being your
first choice)
Denying her situation, hoping it will "go away".

Don't want friends to know she is pregnant.
Don't want to be looked at as promiscuous.
Scared to tell parents.

The baby's father is married or doesn't want children.

Other. Please list your reason.

66

lf you (or your girlfriend) were pregnant, how would you personally rate
these choices? ("l" is your most likely choice and t'/6" is your least
likely choice)
Most
Lea st
likely
likely
Abandon baby
1
2345
6
5

Have an abortion
H

ave yo

u

2

3

4

2

3

4

1

r pa rents ra ise ba by

1

Keep baby

1

2

3

4

Put baby up for adoption

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

56
56
56
56

Other (please specify)

6. !f you were pregnant (or your girlfriend
parents wou ld:

s6

was pregnant), do you feel your

(P LEASE CH ECK O N LY ON E)

Be terribly disappointed in me, so
know about the pregnancy.

lwould never let them

Suggest an abortion.
Be okay, and would be there for me.
Be disappointed in me, but would be there for me.

Suggest putting the baby up for adoption.
Suggest that I quit school and get ready to support my baby.
Other:

67

7.

Are there legal consequences for a mother if she abandons her baby in
an unsafe place?
Yes
No

I don't know

8. Do you think a mother should be able to give up her newborn

child

without the consent of the baby's father?
Yes

No

9.

lf a Minnesota law let you safely and anonymously abandon your
newborn baby at a hospital, should you be requlred to provide a short
medical history on you and your newborn?
Yes
No

10. U nder M innesota state law, are there legal conseq uences for the
mother who abandons her newborn child in a Minnesota hospital?
Yes
No

I don't know

6B

11.

Your gender:

Male
Female

12. Your current year in college: 1
2
3

4

13.

Have you selected a major?

#

Yes

lf yes, proceed to question

No

if no, proceed to question #

14. What

is your college major?

15. What

is your home state (or home country)?

14

15

Thank you for your responses and time!
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